The authors have designed and implemented "Virtual Laboratory" on the computer systems. Some of the systems are implemented under Web-based learning environments where server/client model and Jave technologies are adopted.
In the conventional system, students study the basic alternating circuit theory and they can only observe the steady state behaviors of waveforms on the electric circuits using the "Virtual Oscilloscope". In this paper, we will describe the study support system for electric circuits including transient phenomena using Java. Fig. 1 shows the system configuration of the present study support system. When a student opens the implemented Web page, a Java Applet is downloaded and executed on the client (user side) computer. The system has some functions for studying electric circuits. For examples, explanation of a basic electric circuit theory, observing voltage waveforms using the "Virtual Oscilloscope", problems in electric circuits. The scores that students get will be saved on the WWW server by using Java Servlet container. Since they are saved in HTML files, any students can easily see the own scores using Web browser. Fig. 2 shows the snapshot of the explanation window of the electric circuit. If a student clicks the right button of the mouse on the window, the contents change the next page. Moreover, if the left button of the mouse is clicked, the page goes back to the previous page. The menu window has ten buttons, explanations, hints, problems, the Oscilloscope and so on. When a student clicks the question button in the menu window, the question window will be displayed. The implemented system is very significant for studying the basic electric circuit including transient phenomena as a physical phenomena. It is considered that students can study electric circuits including transient phenomena easily using the present system. * * * We have designed and implemented the "Virtual Laboratory" on the computer systems. Some of the systems are implemented Web-based learning environments where server/client model and Java technologies are adopted. In our conventional systems, students study the basic alternating circuit theory and they can only observe the steady state behaviors of waveforms on electric circuits using "Virtual Oscilloscope". In this paper, we will discribe the study support system for the electric circuits including transient phenomena using Java. 
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